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GH210
The AOC GH210 is the ideal headset for gamers looking for

TECH SPECS
Dimensions

195mm x 100mm x 160mm

lightweight comfort, superior sound quality and a cool LED
lighting experience. Precise 50mm drivers deliver an exciting
sound experience to let users hear more of their favorite
games. It's also comfortable and durable, with a detachable

Microphone

boom mic and convenient multi-platform compatibility. The
LED lighting can create a realistic gaming atmosphere,
offering gamers a different style of visual enjoyment.

Dimension

Φ6.0*2.7mm

Directionality

Omnidirectional

Sensitivity

-38±3dB

Impedance

2.2KΩ

Frequency range

100Hz - 10KHz

Acoustics &
Electronic
technical
parameters

Features
Driver

50 mm

Impedance

32 Ω±15%

Sensitivity

100 ± 3dB

Frequency range

20Hz - 20KHz

Max power

50 mW

Distortion

≤3% at 1KHz

Lighting

LED lighting: On/OFF

Cable

2.3M long

Connection

3.5mm + USB
(LED power supply only)

ERGONOMIC
Comfort is always a key factor when choosing a gaming headset.
The leatherette padded headband, plus the breathable soft touch
ear pads that always return to their original shape, optimize comfort
for the wearer, no matter how long the game.

IN-LINE CONTROLLER
Quickly and conveniently mute your micro-phone
or adjust volume. Ergonomically positioned, so no
more need to interrupt your game.

IMMERSIVE EXPERIENCE
AOC headset GH210 offers custom-tuned 50mm
driver units in a closed-cup design with a supreme
sound quality that is crystal-clear and precise.

LIGHT IT UP
FOR MORE FUN
Make a cool statement. With Red lighting, you can
make your headphones glow in sync with your voice.

BE HEARD LOUD
AND CLEAR
Be heard clearly through the boom mic, thanks to its
omnidirectional technology which delivers full-volume
crystal-clear sound, with added detachable
functionality.
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